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The Cyber Security Background



 So far in 2016 (through August 30), 
there have been approximately 638 
reported data breaches in the United 
States and about 28.5 million records 
have been stolen.

 44% were in the business sector and 
36% of these breaches have occurred 
in the health care industry.

 Source:  Identity Theft Resource Center, www.idtheftcenter.org, September 2, 2016



 Most breaches are caused by external actors, 
primarily for financial gain.

 Installation of Malware and hacking through 
the use of stolen credentials/information are 
the two most common types of breaches.

 Most hackers use phishing emails (emails 
that look real, but are not) and attacks on 
POS (point of sale) devices.   Source: Verizon 2016 Breach 

Investigations Report.



 Most breaches are caused by external actors, 
primarily for financial gain.

 Installation of Malware and hacking through 
the use of stolen credentials/information are 
the two most common types of breaches.

 Most hackers use phishing emails (emails 
that look real, but are not) and attacks on 
POS (point of sale) devices.   Source: Verizon 2016 Breach 

Investigations Report.



Clients

•ADP

• U.S. Bancorp, one of ADP’s clients, had tax and salary 

data stolen for about 2% of its 67,000 employees. 

Employees

•Town of Essex

• Personal/tax information of 262 current and former 

employees

Trade

Secrets

•Codan

• Trade secret theft caused profit to fall from Aus 

$45M to Aus $9.2M in one year



Recent Known Local Business Breaches

A hacker breaks into an employee’s web account and 
uses the same password to steal confidential files.

An employee clicks on a link in an email and receives a 
Ransomware attack crippling the business for a week.

An employee loses a laptop with clients’ confidential 
data and has to disclose this to the authorities.

An employee gets an email looking to be from an 
executive and wire transfers $50,000 to a hacker.

An employee gets a spyware infection from browsing an 
infected website that results in the loss of important IP. 

An employee opens an attachment that installs software 
that logs all passwords to financial services.



Implications of a Cyber Attack

Theft of usernames, passwords and corporate secrets
Loss of network bandwidth
Increased work from instability & fixing systems
Lost worker productivity
Compromised remote access security 
Becoming a malicious connection relay 
Launch of a Denial of Service attack
Outsider access to browsing habits 
Blockage of Internet use
Execution of code without consent
Inability to remove the offending software



 Liability

 Reputation

 Privacy Concerns

 Finances



Why is Security So Important for Small Businesses?

• A laptop is stolen every 
53 seconds

• 75% of SMB have 
experienced two or 
more cyber attacks in a 
twelve month period

• On average, small 
businesses experience 
three IT disruptions a 
year

• 50% of small businesses 
have lost critical data 
within the last year

• Nearly 50% of small 
businesses do not have a 
plan to deal with IT 
disruptions

• Only 23% of small 
businesses backup data 
daily

Security
threats 
evolving 

Small 
Businesses 
are not
keeping pace

Lost data
increases 
operational 
cost

Security disruptions mean lost business



Cybercrime is a People Issue



 Compliance

◦HIPAA

◦Privacy/ADA

 Employee Behavior & Training Issue

 Cyber Security is Now Part of Strategic 

HR – How Do We Help Protect and 

Enhance Business?



Cyber Security Jargon

Data Confidentiality
To limit access to sensitive data by role. 
To stop unauthorized data disclosures

Data Integrity 
To ensure information accuracy
To prevent unauthorized destruction

Data Access
Quick, secure and reliable use of the data 

Hacker
A person attempting to illegally access data 

Ransomware
Software that encrypts data and requires payment to decrypt 

Malware
Software that disrupts the business by harming technology systems 



 Cybersecurity – protection of information and 
systems
◦ Can refer to computer apps, programs or platforms; 

◦ Can refer to processes and policies

 Incident: A security event that compromises 
the integrity of a company’s systems or info

 Breach:  Personally identifying information, 
such as names, SSNs, addresses, etc. is 
actually taken by a third party.



 Protected Health Information (PHI)
◦ HIPAA/HITECH

◦ Patient Data

 Payment Card Industry (PCI)
◦ Credit Card Data

 Personally Identifiable Information (PII)
◦ Privacy Act of 1974

◦ Vermont law

◦ Name, Address, SSN, DOB

 Sensitive Information (trade secrets, financial, 
legal, etc.)
◦ Payroll, W-2, Budget, corporate strategy, etc.





By the Numbers

 A 2013 report by the Commission on the Theft of American 
Intellectual Property found the following:

◦ IP theft through cyber hacking causes American businesses 
approximately $300 billion in losses – annually.

◦ In 2013, 50-80% of losses were attributed to people located in China 
and/or the Chinese Government, but we are now seeing local attacks 
more and more frequently.

 The Justice Department attributes the loss of more than 2 
million jobs at American companies to corporate espionage. 

 The Commander of the U.S. Cyber Command and Director of 
the National Security Agency has called IP theft in recent years 
“the greatest transfer of wealth in history.”



Determining the Level of Risk



Like Fire drills, Physical protection & Active shooters
You’ve prepared protection for people and assets in  other cases. 

If you had a data breach, are similar protections in place?

Fire Protection Data Breach Protection

Designated staff member Security/Privacy Officer or Risk Manager

Policy & evacuation plan Published and distributed privacy policy

Fire code compliance Compliance with industry security requirements

Fire drills Written breach response plans

Emergency training Security procedures training

Equipment inspection Annual security controls audit

Fire Extinguishers/Sprinkler System Restrict employee access
Remove unused accounts
Encrypt sensitive data
Enforce software updates



1. Identity the critical information
2. Analyze the threats
3. Analyze the vulnerabilities
4. Assess the risk
5. Apply operational security

Determining the Risk Level



Develop a data privacy policy
Protect data collected on the Internet
Create layers of security
Plan for data loss or theft
Identify strengths and weaknesses
Identify gaps
Allocate responsibilities
Establish priorities
Provide input to management

Cyber Security Planning/Assessment Items



Staff security awareness trainings

• People are the first and last line of defense

• Training is the only plausible answer

• Consider an online learning system and 
simulated phishing attack training

• Topics include:
• Social engineering, phones, physical security, etc

• Use of an encrypted password vault instead of 
post-it notes

• Handling suspicious email

• Reporting unusual activity



Protection Techniques



Build a 

risk-aware 

culture

Protect the 

network & 

end-points

Automate 

security hygiene 

& manage 

incidents with 

intelligence

1. Establish Responsibilities
2. Segregate Duties
3. Document & Follow Procedures

Cybercrime Controls



Minimize the Exposure of Sensitive Data

• Don’t improperly use SSNs 

• Avoid creating multiple data stores

• Secure or eliminate wireless traffic

• Encrypt mobile data 

• No devices for both personal & business use



Internet Protection

Don’t browse when using Admin login
Don’t download from untrusted sources
Don’t respond to pop-up windows
Don’t allow downloads or installations
Protect passwords and sensitive data
Use secure connections for banking
Use a Password vault when possible
Verify attachments before you open
Don’t reply to unsolicited email
Don’t click on links in untrusted emails



Device Protection

Login with your own account
Use a complex password and don’t share
Lock your screen or logoff when leaving
Power off when done 
Don’t use “lost” USB devices
Encrypt sensitive transfers & stored data

Malware Protection
Protect from Malware, Spyware, Viruses
Use a company-wide, enforced system
Publish company Malware policy
Protect employee devices if used for work
Backup daily for rollback



Software Protections
Secure the Internet connection
Change Passwords every 30 days
If mobile device, use personal firewall
Keep OS and applications patched
Secure all wireless systems

Needed to restore to before breach
Keep offsite copy
Test by restoring weekly

Backup Protections



All devices must be known to the company
Implement data management and encryption
Develop a device support process
Train employees and enforce security policies
Require “long and strong” passwords
Keep mobile device OS updated
Configure ability to do remote wipe
Incorporate BYOD into policies and procedures

BYOD Technology Management Steps



Information Destruction Suggestions

Use high capacity shredders or outsource this function

Create a document/data destruction policy

Wipe devices before removing 

Develop a document retention policy and follow it.

Know who is handling, storing, and destroying data

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.shredstation.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/hard_drive_media_destruction1.png&imgrefurl=http://www.shredstation.co.uk/shredding-services/media-destruction.html&h=277&w=339&tbnid=H66dblqAoxN6UM:&zoom=1&docid=bz3EyvLwlX3NeM&ei=VCy1VJzFFMalNtO4gaAF&tbm=isch&ved=0CBUQMygNMA04ZA&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=339&page=5&start=96&ndsp=27
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.shredstation.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/hard_drive_media_destruction1.png&imgrefurl=http://www.shredstation.co.uk/shredding-services/media-destruction.html&h=277&w=339&tbnid=H66dblqAoxN6UM:&zoom=1&docid=bz3EyvLwlX3NeM&ei=VCy1VJzFFMalNtO4gaAF&tbm=isch&ved=0CBUQMygNMA04ZA&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=339&page=5&start=96&ndsp=27
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.planetshred.net/images/sce/PHOTOS/xRecycleLoad.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.planetshred.net/Paper-Shredding-Red-Bank-New-Jersey-NJ.aspx&h=250&w=300&tbnid=70jM7VLHgAHwYM:&zoom=1&docid=QaSDeY2CyzWFaM&ei=Yiu1VLO1FYO-ggS_0oHwCQ&tbm=isch&ved=0CHgQMyhRMFE&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=548&page=4&start=65&ndsp=24
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.planetshred.net/images/sce/PHOTOS/xRecycleLoad.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.planetshred.net/Paper-Shredding-Red-Bank-New-Jersey-NJ.aspx&h=250&w=300&tbnid=70jM7VLHgAHwYM:&zoom=1&docid=QaSDeY2CyzWFaM&ei=Yiu1VLO1FYO-ggS_0oHwCQ&tbm=isch&ved=0CHgQMyhRMFE&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=548&page=4&start=65&ndsp=24


Don’t open unknown emails

Never open attachments unless you know the sender

Verify URLs before clicking

Don’t respond with account or personal Information

Tell customers how you will use personal data and 
stick to it

Follow rules on sending unsolicited commercial 
emails

Don’t install software from an unknown source 

Watch freeware as it can contain spyware

Keep malware protection software updated

Spam & Spyware Prevention



Secure internal network & cloud services
Enforce strong password policies
Secure and encrypt Wi-Fi with WPA2
Encrypt sensitive data
Regularly update all applications
Set safe web browsing rules
Secure any remote access
Use a properly configured firewall 
Close unused or unnecessary firewall ports 

Securing the Network

Securing the Facility
Minimize & safeguard sensitive printed materials
Ensure mail security
Dispose of trash and electronics securely
Train employees in facility security procedures



Secure the applications
Lock down the Line of Business Applications where the 
key data is stored.

Keep database security updated with service packs

Enable built-in security features

Retire discontinued systems and products

Disable services you don’t need

Use the internet safely
Establish an internet policy  and enforce it responsibly
Limit or prohibit personal use (be reasonable)
Monitor disallowed web activity such as illegal activities 
and pornography.
Be able to track web activity.



Implement management practices & controls

Verify security of the Operating System and applications

Ensure that only appropriate content is published on website

Secure web content from unauthorized access & modifications

Use strong authentication & encryption for sensitive web data

Verify security of network infrastructure to protect web server

Commit to an ongoing secure website maintenance process

Securing the Website 

Securing Email
Set up spam email filter

Train employees in responsible email usage

Protect sensitive data sent via email

Create and enforce an email retention policy

Develop an email usage policy



Top Vulnerabilities

Outdated or Insecure Systems 
Poorly formed or missing security policies
Lack of security policy training
Uneven knowledge of policies
Lax oversight
Loose policy enforcement and compliance



The Human Element



Source: Softchoice Cloud Computing 
Survey 2014

 1 in 5 North American 
employees keep 
passwords in plain sight

 1 in 3 cloud app users 
have downloaded an app 
without ever telling their 
IT department

 44% of employees have 
not been told how to 
securely transfer or store 
private corporate data

 58% of FT employees say 
they have never been 
trained on how to 
download or use cloud 
apps

 23% of cloud app users 
claim there is a popular 
app that employees use 
that is not supported by 
IT (e.g. Dropbox or 
Google Docs)



Source: Softchoice Cloud Computing 
Survey 2014

 1 in 4 employees 
manages passwords in a 
doc that is not itself 
password protected.

 1 in 5 employees has 
lost a device that was not 
password protected.

 1 in 5 employees 
accesses work files 
from a device that 
is not password 
protected



Source: Softchoice Cloud Computing 
Survey 2014

 31% of Millennial 
employees surveyed 
downloaded cloud 
apps without letting IT 
know, as compared to 
30% Xers and only 22% 
of Boomers. 

 Most common 
motivation: IT is too 
slow to approve their 
choice!

 22% of Millennials have 
downloaded 
unsanctioned apps 
even if IT offers an 
approved version, 
compared to 13% of 
Boomers.

 Most common 
motivation: IT’s version 
does not improve 
productivity or lack of 
compatibility across 
devices.



Source: Softchoice Cloud Computing 
Survey 2014

 30% of Millennial 
employees have 
accessed work files 
through an app IT 
does not know 
about

 Compare this to 
27% of X’ers and 
only 12% of 
Boomers.

 Motivations: Easier 
access; better 
compatibility across 
devices.



Source: Softchoice Cloud Computing 
Survey 2014

Cloud app users are 2x 
more likely to:

 Keep passwords on 
post it notes.

 Store passwords in 
an unprotected 
shared drive.

 Manage passwords in 
an unprotected 
document.

 Access work files 
from an 
unprotected device.

 Lose a device with 
access to work files 
on it.



Often comes in the form of email tricking you to perform a function 
or provide access

Usually plays on employee friendliness, frustration, or helpfulness

Phishing messages may have:
Urgent request
Poor grammar, formatting, or misspellings
Unsafe or look alike Website links

Individually targeted Spear Phishing increases success probability

Social Engineering



Securing Employees

Careless/Disgruntled employees can cause major 
damage to your data through:

Data theft
Network access theft
Data destruction / deletion
Physical equipment theft
Violations of EEO or other conduct policies

Mitigation:
Give the least access for the job function
Remove ex-employees immediately
Cut off access immediately upon removal or before
Enforce a strong password policy
Implement a network usage policy



Training to Strengthen Security
Include staff, IT, service providers, managers, executives
Content includes:

Orientation and Basic Security principles
Policies and procedures
Threats and cautions
Safe Internet and email procedures
Safe PC and Smartphone use

Security websites:
www.social-engineer.com
www.phishingbox.com
www.knowbe4.com
www.nettitude.com
www.redspin.com
www.wombatsecurity.com





 Credit Card info
 Social Security Numbers
 Financial Information
 Passwords
 Trade Secrets
 Any sensitive data that someone 
might not want to fall into the wrong 
hands



Company Data

Consumers’ Data

Employees’ Data

Client or patient data (holding 
their data for their use –
storage, payroll, legal, etc.)



Use smartphone security software
Keep all software is up to date
Encrypt data on mobile device
Use strong passwords to protect all mobile devices
Do mobile device usage awareness training 
Create reporting process for lost or stolen equipment
Ensure devices are wiped clean prior to disposal

Securing Mobile Devices

Securing Remote Access
Secure webmail vulnerabilities – OWA etc
Control the security posture of personal equipment
Limit telecommuting access to essential services only
Implement secure VPN access



Making Security Part of the Culture



 HR and IT need to partner in engaging employees as 
front line defenders.

 Regular Discussions of Employee Obligations, Protocols, 
Successes and Failures:
◦ At orientation/during onboarding
◦ At regular, periodic training sessions
◦ At team huddles or department meetings
◦ Interoffice newsletters

 Celebrate and publicize successful employee actions that 
helped protect information/data.

 Use “near misses” or actual incidents as teaching tools.



 Carefully go over sensitivity of confidential 
information that a particular employee has 
access to (if an employee doesn’t need 
access, don’t give it!)

 Review and emphasize policies and 
agreements governing confidentiality, privacy 
expectations, and use of data/devices

 Go over reporting requirements

 Teach SHRED

 Begin phishing tests





 Email filtering – use a spam or other type of 
filter that requires employees to  make choices 
about what should be permitted and what 
should not.

 Teach employees about Phishing
◦ What does a phishing email look like?
◦ What are the telltale signs?
◦ What do you do if you get one of these?
 Don’t just delete it – BLOCK IT 

 Tell IT about it; tell other employees you got it and it is 
phony.



 Conduct tests – send an internally generated 
phishing email, to see who bites.

 Follow up with employees who fall for your 
internal phishing tests and have them get more 
training.

 Segment your network/systems and create 
firewalls between emails and information you need 
to protect.

 Implement strong authentication protocols to get 
into files and programs containing sensitive 
information (e.g. more than one consent needed 
to provide PII, PHI, PCI or Sensitive Information)



 Perform a Cyber Security SWOT Analysis and 
engage managers and key employees.

 Monitor “outbound traffic” for suspicious 
connections and potential “exfiltration” of data.

 Create specific procedures for:
◦ Employee access to technology

◦ Protecting company issued devices and information

◦ Protecting company information on personal devices

◦ Reporting incidents and breaches

◦ Reporting violations of policy that put data at risk



 Working with HR, IT should periodically survey 
employee behaviors and preferences.

◦ What is working?      What could be improved?
◦ What have employees seen in the industry?
◦ Are there other or newer devices out there?
◦ Are there other apps or platforms that can improve 

productivity, connectivity, or user experience?

 Conduct periodic audits of work-related devices, 
programs, policies and processes - to assess 
compliance and vulnerabilities.

 Engage with employees as to why they may stray 
from using sanctioned apps or proper 
procurement procedures.



• Identify potential reputation and business risks 
associated with a breach

• Communicate these risks to employees

• Communicate costs and consequences to 
employees

• Teach in context of PII, PHI or trade secrets

• Establish security roles & responsibilities and 
communicate them regularly

• Senior Leadership

• Management

• Every Employee



Effective Workforce Defense System

Cybersecurity systems won’t fix the human behavior factors.  People 
need help to identify and defend against social engineering attacks.

A continuous testing and education system will thwart attacks before 
they compromise security, operations and profits.  

The characteristics of a good workforce defense system include:

Baseline “blind” phishing pre-test to identify current behavior

A Learning Management System with on-demand modules
teaching defensive behaviors

Continuous and increasingly difficult simulated attacks to 
improve ability to identify and defend against social 
engineering attacks

Immediate short sessions after falling for simulated attacks

Extensive reports about simulated attack progress

It takes continuous training to change human behavior

Consider NPI Canopy℠ Workforce Defense service



Developing Cyber Security Policies



 Have a very specific policy requiring employees to 
report phishing emails and accidental breaches.  
(“Oops, I clicked on it…”).  Make reporting 
breaches easy and part of every employee’s 
responsibility.

 Prohibit employees from downloading or using 
unapproved apps/updates/software without 
checking with IT first

 Separate Non-Disclosure Agreement
• Provides explicit notice of information to be protected.

• Includes Trade Secrets and other important data, 
processes, assignment of rights to inventions, new 
processes, etc.



• Appropriate Use/Monitoring policy
• Set low privacy expectations
• Establish company’s right to monitor, 
examine, block or restrict access

• Establish social media guidelines
• Create information and device retention    

and/or disposal process.
• Carefully consider use of company or 

business devices



• Let employees know that all 
data/communications (even “personal” 
communications) may be “discoverable” in 
litigation.

• Sexual harassment suits

• Trade secret actions

• Enforcement suits re restrictive 
covenants 

• Periodically monitor internet use of 
employees and remind them that you are 
doing it.



BYOD Policy – Key Components

Company Access to Device

– Relinquish Possession

– Employer Inspect

– Employer Monitor

– Employer Copy

– Employee Has No Expectation of Privacy

– Employee Termination 



Dealing with Security 
Threats Upon 
Termination



 The angry soon-to-be ex-employee

 Data or devices going with an employee

 Failure to block or change access to data or 
systems

 Inadequate confidentiality/non-disclosure 
provisions



 Prior to or during termination meeting, have 
IT change access
◦ Email, servers, online accounts, etc.
◦ This means making sure that the company has up-

to-date login information for all accounts/systems

 Have a pre-existing non-disclosure 
agreement, and provide a copy at termination

 Make sure that you have all data, devices & 
documents

 Check email traffic to ensure that data has 
not gone out



What if there is a Breach?



 In which states does the organization conduct 
business?

 What are the requirements in each state for 
reporting a data breach or protecting privacy of 
customers or employees?

 What constitutes a data breach in those states?



 What are the reporting requirements? 

 What safe harbor clauses are allowed under these 
state laws? 

◦ For example, most of the state laws allow for an 
encryption safe harbor, which means that if the 
breached data is encrypted, reporting is not 
required or the reporting requirements are 
minimized significantly.



 9 V.S.A. § 2430 and § 2435

 Applies to Businesses and State Agencies
◦ Enforced by either AG or DFR (was BISHCA)

◦ Does Not Apply to Certain Financial Institutions

 Applies to Loss of “Personally Identifiable 
Information”

 Amended Effective May 8, 2012



First Name or First Initial & Last Name (if it has not been 
encrypted or rendered unreadable), AND 

 Social Security number; OR

 Motor vehicle operator’s license number or non-driver 
identification card number; OR

 Financial account number or credit or debit card 
number, if circumstances exist in which the number 
could be used without additional identifying 
information, access codes, or passwords; OR

 Account passwords or personal identification numbers 
or other access codes for a financial account. 



“unauthorized acquisition of electronic 
data or a reasonable belief of an 

unauthorized acquisition of electronic 
data that compromises the security, 

confidentiality, or integrity of a 
consumer’s personally identifiable 
information maintained by the data 

collector.”



“does not include good faith but unauthorized 
acquisition of personally identifiable 

information by an employee or agent of the 
data collector for a legitimate purpose of the 
data collector, provided that the personally 
identifiable information is not used for a 
purpose unrelated to the data collector’s 

business or subject to further unauthorized 
disclosure.”



Factors to consider when determining if a 
breach has occurred:

(i) Information is in someone else’s physical 
custody (i.e. stolen laptop);

(ii) Information has been downloaded or 
copied (i.e. hacking, malware, unauthorized 
use);

(iii) Information has been used by an 
unauthorized person (i.e. reports of 
fraudulent accounts opened or ID Theft); or

(iv) that the information has been made 
public.



1. Secure Your Data
2. Investigate How It Happened

3. Notify your Insurance Carrier, as applicable
4. Contact Law Enforcement
5. Contact Entities From Which You Obtained the 

Data
6. Notify the Attorney General’s Office Of The 

Breach within time required by law
7. Notify Consumers Of The Breach, as required 

by law
8. Notify the Credit Reporting Agencies (if more 

than 1,000 consumers)



1. Call the FBI, Secret Service

2. Inform Them Of Your Duty To 
Notify Customers

3. Determine Whether Law 
Enforcement Wants You To Delay 
Notification



1. All Notices Should Go Out In The Most 
Expedient Time Possible

2. 14 Day Preliminary Notice to AG (non-
public)

3. Final Notice to AG and to Customers 
(public) within 45 days

4. May only be delayed on request from law 
enforcement



 Incident in general terms.

 Type of PII accessed

 General acts taken to protect the PII from 
further breaches

 Telephone number, toll-free if available, for 
further information.

 Advice that directs the consumer to remain 
vigilant by reviewing account statements and 
monitoring free credit reports.

 The approximate date of the security breach.



 Direct Notice
◦ Mail

◦ Email (if requirements are met)

◦ Telephone (not prerecorded)

 Substitute Notice (Website and Major Media)
◦ If cost would exceed $5,000 to send direct notice

◦ If number of customers exceeds 5,000

◦ If insufficient contact information



 Notice Not Required if Misuse of 
Personal Information is Not 
Reasonably Possible

 Notice of this determination with 
detailed explanation sent to 
Vermont Attorney General



Violation of the Consumer 
Protection Act

$10,000 Civil Penalty per 
Violation

Violation = Customer Not 
Noticed Per Day



Key Takeaways



 Every employee needs to know that he/she has a 
responsibility in the battle against cyber attacks.
◦ Communicate, Communicate, Communicate

 Every employee needs the training to fulfill this 
responsibility.

 Create and update good policies.

 Conduct audits of use and compliance 
periodically.

◦ Make sure employees have what they need and how to 
use it.



 Encourage (and require) employees to report 
actual or suspected breaches.  

◦ Forgive innocent mistakes and learn from them.

◦ Every mistake is an opportunity for retraining.

◦ Carelessness should have consequences.

 Every employee needs to know WHEN to report 
an actual or suspected breach.

 Create a team to respond to breaches.



HR Manager Key Take Away

Add security education to your trainings
Test employees ability to spot bad email
Take stock of your security posture
Implement strong policies & controls
Create a security plan and execute on it

Security changes rapidly so….

Train, train and train again
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